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A “Radical” Challenge

Attribution: Else, Holly (2018). Radical open-access plan could spell [...] Nature. Retrieved 
from https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06178-7

NEWS HEADLINES  ---- 04 September 2018

RADICAL OPEN-ACCESS PLANS COULD SPELL END TO 
JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTIONS 

“Eleven funders in Europe announce “Plan-S” to make all scientific works free to read as 
soon as they are published” 



A “stand-off” with publishers

Attribution: Else, Holly (2018). Radical open-access plan could spell [...] Nature. Retrieved 
from https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06178-7

NEWS HEADLINES  ---- 17 May 2018

EUROPE’S OPEN-ACCESS DRIVE ESCALATES AS 
UNIVERSITY STANDOFFS SPREAD  

“Sweden is latest country to hold out on journal subscriptions, while negotiators share 
tactics to broker new deals with publishers”



How did we get here?

Attribution: Else, Holly (2018). Radical open-access plan could spell [...] Nature. Retrieved 
from https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06178-7

NEWS HEADLINES  ---- 28 February 2019

HUGE US UNIVERSITY CANCELS SUBSCRIPTION WITH 
ELSEVIER

“University of California and Dutch Publisher Elsevier fail to strike deal that would allow 
researchers to publish under open-access terms”



Origins of the Scholarly Journal

The Main Roles of a Scholarly Journal

• Archive

• Register

• Verify

• Disseminate

Image licensed under: CC-BY-4.0. Photo created by: Richard Valencia. Original Cover by Henry Oldenburg. 

URL: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Philosophical_Transactions_Volume_1_frontispiece.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:CC-BY-4.0


The “Prestige” Economy Emerges

• 18th and 19th Century - Prestige tied to personal interaction and 
social networks

• 1830’s - Charles Babbage argues that authorship is a better measure 
of academic merit

• List of publications become a tool for administrators to assess 
suitability of academic candidates

Fyfe, A., Coate, K., Curry, S., Lawson, S., Moxham, N., & Røstvik, C. M. (2017). Untangling Academic Publishing: A history of the relationship between 

commercial interests, academic prestige and the circulation of research. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.546100

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.546100
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.546100


The Medium Expands (Post WW2)

• Generous research funding / establishment of new universities

• Number of PHDs being granted are growing / professionalization of 
research

• Scientific disciplines are becoming more specialized / branching off 
into sub-disciplines

• Internationalization of research

• Number of journals increase / emergence of commercial firms



Economic Flows

“high profits of the big publishers are dependent upon a double appropriation 
that exploits both academic labour and universities’ financial resources.”
- (Beverungen, Böhm & Land, 2012)

Public Funding

Publisher
Owns and Sells 

Access

Researcher 
Provides 
Labour

Library
Purchases 
Content

Image of Library by Central Intelligence Agency: 
https://www.flickr.com/people/ciagov/



The Digital Shift

“Researchers, publishers, and librarians are still grappling with the 
technology-driven shift away from a unit-based (e.g., book, journal, 
article, etc.) approach to scholarly communication” 

(Regazzi, 2015)



What we thought would happen

Costs of Production for Print Journals
Materials, Labour, Machinery, Physical distribution, Storage, etc.

Decreased Costs, Cheaper pricing, 
greater access??
Materials, Labour, Machinery, Physical distribution, Storage



From “Owned” Access to “Rented” Access

Big Deals

• Multi-year/bundled agreements for licensed use of digital journal content

• Non-negotiable content blocks - hard to break up / hard to break contracts

• Subject to yearly price rises that outpace inflation

• Subject to Non-Disclosure agreements (NDA’s)



Consolidation of Publishing

Consolidation of Publishing (1990’s and Onward)

Larivière V, Haustein S, Mongeon P (2015) The 
Oligopoly of Academic Publishers in the Digital 
Era. PLoS ONE 10(6): e0127502. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0127502

Figures licensed under Creative Commons 

Attribution License BY 4.0 International

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0127502
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Control and Ownership

• Top five most prolific publishers account for more than 50% of all 
papers published in 2013

• Social Sciences (70% of papers produced by top 5)

• Humanities (20% of papers produced by top 5)

(Larivière, Haustein & Mongeon 2015)



Expenses Rise Past Inflation Rates

Shu, F., Mongeon, P., Haustein, S., Siler, K., Alperin, J. P., & Larivière, V. 

(n.d.). Is It Such a Big Deal? On the Cost of Journal Use in the Digital 

Era | Shu | College & Research Libraries.

https://doi.org/10.5860/crl.79.6.785

Figures licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial 4.0 International License. 

https://doi.org/10.5860/crl.79.6.785
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/


Quality vs. Quantity: Citations

Shu, F., Mongeon, P., Haustein, S., Siler, K., Alperin, J. P., & Larivière, V. 

(n.d.). Is It Such a Big Deal? On the Cost of Journal Use in the Digital 

Era | Shu | College & Research Libraries.

https://doi.org/10.5860/crl.79.6.785

Figures licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial 4.0 International License. 

https://doi.org/10.5860/crl.79.6.785
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/


Publisher Revenue

Milliot, Jim (2017). The World’s 54 Largest Publishers, 2017. Publisher’s 
Weekly (website). Retrieved from: 
https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/international/international-
book-news/article/74505-the-world-s-50-largest-publishers-2017.html

THIS IMAGE WAS REMOVED TO 

ALLOW FOR DISSEMINATION BEYOND 

THE CLASSROOM

Image description: 

Shows a chart demonstrating a portion of 

the world’s top 54 publisher’s with arrows 

pointing to the top 4 out of 5 top publishers 

whom are all academic publishers 

(Pearson, RELX Group, Thomson Reuters 

& Wolters Kluwer

To view the original chart, see the 

accompanying citation.



Profit Margins (Elsevier)

• Elsevier operates at a 37% reported operating profit margin
• 5% increase to costs each year 

“librarians are asked to bear the financial burden of investments which will 
benefit some other category of customers”

• (2019, SPARC Landscape Analysis)

https://sparcopen.org/our-work/landscape-analysis/


Publishers’ Pivot to Scholarly “Work-flows”
and Analytics

“these companies can invisibly and strategically influence, and perhaps exert 
control, over key university decisions.” (Harington, 2019)

“increasingly serve university administrations, funding bodies, and 
governments with tools aimed at estimating and improving the productivity of 
research and optimizing funding decisions.” (2019, SPARC Landscape Analysis)

https://sparcopen.org/our-work/landscape-analysis/


The Issues at Hand

• Money extracted from the public / University system

• Only the richest institutions can afford everything 

• Inequality of knowledge (Paywalls and price-outs)

• New publishers face massive barriers to entry

• Bias towards journals (monograph acquisitions suffer) and towards STM 
(Science, Technology and Medicine) journals

• Over exaggerated, perceived “prestige” due to brand recognition / market 
control



What are the Alternatives?

85% of all toll access journals have been found available on SciHub 
(Himmelstein, et. al. 2018)

ATTRIBUTION 

By Jramanan (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], via Wikimedia Commons



Open Access is Not ...

• Academic Social Networks 
(i.e. ResearchGate, Academia.edu)

• #icanhazpdf

• SciHub

By ResearchGate (http://researchgate.net) [Public domain], via Wikimedia 
Commons

By Jramanan (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], via Wikimedia Commons



Open Access is ...

“free, immediate, online availability of research articles coupled 
with the rights to use these articles fully in the digital 
environment.” (SPARC)

▪ Removal of Barriers
– Technical
– Legal
– Financial



Open Scholarship Services (OSS)



Open Scholarship Services

Open Scholarship Services is a library division 
developing a culture and services that encourage the 
sharing, as openly as possible, of digital scholarly 
resources and research outputs throughout the 
research lifecycle, including:

Publications, research data, code



Principles for the dissemination of research 
results

Giving VOICE to your research:

Value

Openness
Inclusivity
Collaborative platforms

Engaged researchers



Supporting the research lifecycle



What is Open Access?

‘Open-Access (OA) literature is digital, online, 
free of charge, and free of most copyright and 
licensing restrictions’. Suber, P. (2007). Open 
Access overview.

https://legacy.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/overview.htm


What are my Open Access publishing options?

‘Gold’ OA: Publishers make research articles 
immediately and freely available upon publication in an 
OA journal. Commercial publishers usually require 
payment of an article processing charge.

‘Green’ OA: The author makes a version of an article 
freely available via an institutional or subject 
repository. Publishers stipulate the version of the 
article that can be self-archived and the length 
of embargo period following publication before the 
paper is made OA.

https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/scholarly-publishing/glossary-useful-terms#gold-open-access
http://library.queensu.ca/help-services/scholarly-publishing/glossary-useful-terms#article-processing-charges
https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/scholarly-publishing/glossary-useful-terms#green-open-access
http://library.queensu.ca/help-services/scholarly-publishing/glossary-useful-terms#self-archiving
http://library.queensu.ca/help-services/scholarly-publishing/glossary-useful-terms#embargo


Why make your publications open access?

Comply with the Tri-Agency’s Open Access Policy on Publications
requirement that “peer-reviewed journal publications arising from 
Agency-supported research are freely accessible within 12 months of 
publication“.

Enabling greater access to publicly funded research accelerates the 
pace of research, discovery, and innovation

Openly accessible scholarly work and research is read and cited more 
often than work not freely available on the web (Swan, 2010).

http://www.science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_F6765465.html?OpenDocument
http://eprints.soton.ac.uk/268516/2/Citation_advantage_paper.pdf


QSpace institutional repository

This service offers researchers:

• DSpace open source software

• Compliance with funder OA 
requirements

• Unique identifiers (handles) for 
deposits

• Google indexing

• Mediated deposit service

https://qspace.library.queensu.ca/


Increase deposits to QSpace

• Piloted with a small group of faculty members to determine viability

• Make it easier to comply with the Tri-Agency Open Access Policy for 
Publications

• Enable Queen’s researchers to make their publications Open Access

• Sourcing accepted manuscripts from Elsevier Science Direct, Taylor 
and Francis, Wiley

• Currently operational





Journal Hosting Service

This service offers researchers:

• Open Journal Systems open 
source software platform

• Compliance with funder OA 
requirements

• Journal templates

• Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) 
for journal issues and articles

• Peer review workflow

• Local and community support

https://guides.library.queensu.ca/journal-hosting-service/about


https://ojs.library.queensu.ca/index.php/wdsa-ccw


https://ojs.library.queensu.ca/index.php/fede


Predatory Publishers & Conferences

We offer researchers:

• Support and resources to 
identify and avoid predatory 
publishers & conferences

• Help finding credible 
publishers

https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/scholarly-publishing/predatory-publishers-conferences
https://thinkchecksubmit.org/
https://thinkcheckattend.org/


Open Education Resources

The service offers researchers:

● Assistance to create or 
customize an open textbook

● Open publishing on the 
Pressbooks platform

● A local community of practice

● Funding and call for proposals 
in 2018, 2019

https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/open-education-resources


Open Textbooks Funded

2018
● Dr. Peter MacPherson, QPeds Pediatrics Textbook
● Dr. Ryan Martin, Introductory Physics: Building Models to Describe Our 

World
● Dr. Meghan Norris, PSYC204: Applications and Careers in the Psychological 

Sciences

2019
● Dr. Julia Brook, Generalist Music Educators
● Dr. Chi Yan Lam, Program Inquiry and Evaluation: An Practical Introduction 

for Professionals Who Need to Know and Do Evaluation
● Dr. Christopher Ferrall, Computation for Economists (C4E)
● Dr. Robin Harrap, Geological Field Concepts, Skills, and Outcomes: A Primer

A further call for proposals in early 2020



Open Contributor and Researcher ID (ORCID)

Register for a 16 digit unique 
identifier that:

• Enables you to control and 
disambiguate your research 
identity

• Ensures accurate attribution

• Integrates with publisher 
submission processes

https://orcid.org/register


Resources



Researcher Training Program

The Research Training Program is an expanding set of 
self-serve training modules that will help you to 
successfully manage your digital research and 
scholarship effectively throughout the research 
lifecycle and at your point of need:

• Getting Published
• Open Publishing Support
• ORCID and your Research Profile
• Manage your Research Data

https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/researcher-training-program


https://library.queensu.ca/about-us/news-events/open-scholarship-services-information-series


Upcoming sessions

https://library.queensu.ca/about-us/news-events/dec3-introduction-research-data-management-and-scholarly-communication
https://library.queensu.ca/about-us/news-events/nov20-introduction-data-government-information-and-maps-and-gis


Subject Librarians

Contact your Subject Librarian for help with:

Research – Develop research strategies, manage data, 
publish research

Instruction – Support for teaching and learning, 
information literacy, course related sessions and 
programs

Resources – Access to information to support research 
and teaching

https://library.queensu.ca/about-us/directory/subject-librarians


Contact us

Courtney Matthews, 
Head, Open Scholarship Services

Graeme Campbell, 
Open Government Librarian

Francine Berish, 
Geospatial Data Librarian & Geography 
and Planning Liaison Librarian

Alexandra Cooper, 
Data Services Coordinator

Mark Swartz, 
Copyright Manager

Rosarie Coughlan, 
Scholarly Publishing Librarian

Will Roy, Open Scholarship Services 
Librarian

open.scholarship.services@queensu.ca

about:blank

